Introduction: The present work compared the prediction power of the different data mining techniques used to develop the HIV testing prediction model. Four popular data mining algorithms (Decision tree, Naive Bayes, Neural network, logistic regression) were used to build the model that predicts whether an individual was being tested for HIV among adults in Ethiopia using EDHS 2011. The final experimentation results indicated that the decision tree (random tree algorithm) performed the best with accuracy of 96%, the decision tree induction method (J48) came out to be the second best with a classification accuracy of 79%, followed by neural network (78%). Logistic regression has also achieved the least classification accuracy of 74%. Objectives: The objective of this study is to compare the prediction power of the different data mining techniques used to develop the HIV testing prediction model. Methods: Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) was used to predict the model for HIV testing and explore association rules between HIV testing and the selected attributes. Data preprocessing was performed and missing values for the categorical variable were replaced by the modal value of the variable. Different data mining techniques were used to build the predictive model. Results: The target dataset contained 30,625 study participants. Out of which 16,515 (54%) participants were women while the rest 14,110 (46%) were men. The age of the participants in the dataset ranged from 15 to 59 years old with modal age of 15 -19 years old. Among the study participants, 17,719 (58%) have never been tested for HIV while the rest 12,906 (42%) had been tested. Residence, educational level, wealth index, HIV related stigma, knowledge related to HIV, region, age group, risky sexual behaviour attributes, knowledge about where to test for HIV and knowledge on family planning through mass media were found to be predictors for HIV testing. Conclusion and Recommendation: The results obtained from this research reveal that data mining is crucial in extracting relevant information for the effective utilization of HIV testing services which has clinical, community and public health importance at all levels. It is vital to apply different data mining techniques for the same settings and compare the model performances (based on accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity) with each other. Furthermore, this study would also invite interested researchers to explore more
Background
According to Ministry of Health Report (2006) , the adult prevalence of HIV infection in Ethiopia was estimated at 2.1% where most of the burden occurred among the young age group [1] . Although HIV voluntary counseling and testing has been carried out in different places with less cost and a gateway to most HIV related services including provision of antiretroviral drugs [2] [3], many people (in most sub-Saharan African countries) still do not know their HIV status [4] . Some treatment programmers have also reported that high early mortality in patients receiving antiretroviral therapy because of late HIV testing [5] .
Different studies have also demonstrated that early HIV testing is effective in omitting sexual risk behavior in people attending counseling and testing centers, but few studies have specifically looked at young people [6] . Therefore, even lately detection of HIV infection is beneficial for both individuals and society since it is associated with increased morbidity, mortality, and probability of transmission [7] . By linking prevention and care, HIV testing can help reduce this burden. Through early diagnosis and treatment, HIV testing leads to improved clinical outcomes [8] . It also reduces the risk of transmission since there is growing evidence that compliance with antiretroviral treatment causes individuals to be less infectious [9] and data suggest that many people reduce their sexual risk behavior after testing positive for HIV [10] [11] . Hence, to meet these benefits, it is important to promote HIV testing among adults.
Despite the various efforts made to implement HIV prevention activities [12] , HIV testing is a critical issue among adults in Ethiopia though there is a good progress compared to the reports in EDHS 2005. The 2011 EDHS is the second EDHS survey to anonymously link HIV testing results with demographic, socioeconomic, and behavioral characteristics of survey respondents. As a result, the EDHS 2011 has collected huge amount of data on HIV testing services. Therefore, traditional statistical techniques were used to derive some operational information from the data but had limited capacity to discover a novel idea from huge databases. There is huge amount of information within the healthcare systems. Today, the major challenge in healthcare industry is the provision of quality services at affordable costs [13] . In records of hospitals there is a large amount of unanalyzed data that can be turned into useful information. However, there is a lack of useful analysis tools to realize hidden relationships and trends in data. In this perspective, data mining techniques can be used to automatically infer HIV testing results from descriptions of successfully tested people and can help health professionals to make the HIV testing process more objective and reliable. The main objective of this research is to develop a novel technique to categorize into two categories whether an individual was being tested for HIV or not through data mining techniques.
Data mining is an essential step in the process of knowledge discovery in databases in which intelligent methods are applied in order to extract patterns. One of the underlying concerns of health service providers is the scaling up of the knowledge of HIV status. Beside, testing for HIV is the only means to determine HIV status. Therefore, predictive modeling is one of the data mining tasks that allow predicting the unknown value of a variable of interest (being tested for HIV) given known values of other variables. A predictive model is made up of a number of predictors, which are factors that are likely to influence future behavior or results. Thus, the goal of predictive modeling is to estimate a mapping that can predict the value of being tested for HIV given an input vector of measured values of predictors and a set of estimated parameters for the model. Different studies that have used traditional statistics to predict whether an individual was being tested for HIV had shown relatively limited accuracy [14] [15] . Moreover, traditional statistical techniques alone are not enough (have limited capacity) to discover new and unanticipated patterns and relationship that are hidden in conventional databases (EDHS) [14] . Furthermore, as to the knowledge of the researcher, no previous studies have been made to predict HIV testing among adults at a country level using data mining techniques. It is therefore postulated that the in-corporation of different data mining algorithms may improve the accuracy of this prediction. The objective of this study hence is to compare the prediction power of the different data mining techniques used to develop the HIV testing prediction model.
Health programs are unable to provide appropriate HIV/AIDS care, treatment, counseling and support to individuals or families without knowing who is infected and knowledge about HIV status is determined only through HIV testing. This implies that identifying the "best predictive model" for HIV testing is critical for the effective utilization of the service which has clinical importance at individual level and public health justification at societal level. The findings of this research might be helpful for both health programmes and researchers. For the health programmes, the findings of this study may help them to design a special intervention program or improve the existing one. As a result, the population might be benefited if the service is improved or new program is designed and implemented based on the output of this study. For researchers, the study can contribute on how the application of data mining is helpful in predicting HIV testing and identifies determinants of HIV testing through different algorithms. Hence, it can also invite interested researchers to explore more in related and similar areas for the future. Similarly, the benefits of HIV testing can be seen at the individual, community and population levels.
Over View on Data Mining
Data mining is a process which finds useful patterns from large amount of data. Data mining techniques provide people with new power to research and to manipulate the existing large volume of data. Across a wide variety of fields, data are being collected and accumulated at a dramatic speed. Hence, there is an urgent need for a new generation of computational theories and tools to assist decision makers in extracting useful information (knowledge) from the rapidly growing volumes of digital data [16] . Now a day data mining technology is widely used in every field (for example, in health, agriculture, education, business, etc.) for extracting hidden knowledge which is crucial for competitive advantage and sustainable growth. In this study, it has been attempted to review and incorporate a range of standards and steps used in data mining methodologies, various concepts, theories and practices of data mining in relation with practical health care problems of HIV testing.
The finding useful patterns in data has been given a variety of names such as data mining, knowledge extraction, information discovery, information harvesting, data archaeology, and data pattern processing [17] . Many people treat data mining as a synonym for another popularly used term Knowledge discovery in database (KDD). Others view data mining as an essential step in the process of KDD. One of the aims of data mining can be seen as the analysis of observational datasets to find unsuspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful. This relationships and summaries derived through data mining are often referred to as models or patterns.
The data mining process basically involves selecting the target data, preprocessing the data, transforming them if necessary, performing data mining to extract patterns and relationships, and then interpreting and assessing the discovered structures will be done [18] . There are many achievements of application from data mining techniques to various areas such as engineering, marketing, financial, medical and so on. In the data mining literature, various "general frameworks" have been proposed to serve as blueprints for how to organize the process of gathering data, analyzing data, disseminating results, implementing results, and monitoring improvements.
Methodologies of Data Mining
There are three popular methodologies applied in data mining research: KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Database), SEMMA (Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and Assess) and CRISP-DM [16] [19] . CRISP-DM was used for this particular study.
Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD)
Data Mining or "the efficient discovery of valuable, on-obvious information from a large collection of data" [20] has a goal to discover knowledge out of data and present it in a form that is easily comprehensible to humans. Knowledge detection in databases is precise process consisting of a number of distinct steps [21] . A formal definition of Knowledge discovery in databases is given as: "Data mining, or knowledge discovery, is the comput-er-assisted process of digging through and analyzing enormous sets of data and then extracting the meaning of the data". Data mining tools predict behaviors and future trends, allowing businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions [22] . Hence, different methodologies of data mining research attempt to shape the activities the researcher performs in a typical data mining process [23] .
The five basic steps of KDD [18] are presented in Figure 1 below. Therefore, the KDD process can be defined as the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [17] .
SEMMA
The SEMMA process was developed by the SAS Institute. The acronym SEMMA stands for Sample, Explore, Modify, Model and Assess and refers to the process of conducting a data mining project. The SAS Institute considers a cycle with 5 stages for the process. By assessing the results gained from each stage of the SEMMA process, one can determine how to model new questions raised by the previous results, and thus proceed back to the exploration phase for additional refinement of the data.
CRISP-DM
CRISP-DM is a standard process for data mining which is a non-proprietary model. It is an application or industry neutral data mining methodology which mainly focuses on business issues as well as technical analysis [24] . CRISP-DM is the most suitable for novice data miners due to the easy to read documentation and intuitive, industry-applications-focused description [21] . It begins from understanding the business and ends with the deployment of the system. The CRISP-DM process was developed by the means of the effort of a consortium initially composed with Daimler Chryrler, SPSS and NCR. It consists on a cycle that comprises six stages [23] (Figure 2 ).
Comparisons of the Methodologies
Recently, the researcher efforts have been focused on proposing new models, rather than improving design of a single model or proposing a generic unifying model. Despite the fact that most models have been developed in isolation, a significant progress has been made these days. Most of the models provide generic and appropriate descriptions that are not tied specifically to academic or industrial needs, but rather provide a model that is independent of a particular tool, vendor, or application [24] .
It has been summarized the association of the three popular methodologies as seen in Table 1 below and most of the steps to be followed in all methods seem somehow similar [19] . Though KDD and SEMMA do not have a step before selection and sample steps respectively, obviously understanding the domain is often a requirement to perform selection or sampling. All methodologies contain the following set of main tasks in one form or another [23] . Typically, these steps are performed iteratively and not necessarily in the presented linear order. Post KDD -------Deployment
Related Works
This section presented a number of researches that demonstrate the application of data mining in health care domain in general and HIV/AIDS control and prevention program in particular are discussed.
Application of Data Mining in Health Care Industry
The generation and collection of various kinds of data relating to clinical practices, clinical trials, patient information, resource administration, policies and research are involved with in the workflow of health care organizations. Traditionally, statistical techniques are used to derive some operational information from the data. However, these huge amounts of data generated by health care transactions are too complex and voluminous to be processed and analyzed by traditional methods. Therefore, a new method, called data mining, provides the opportunity to derive, in an exploratory and interactive manner, valuable health care knowledge in terms of associations, sequential patterns, classifications, predictions and symbolic rules. Such inductively-derived health care knowledge can provide strategic insights into the practice delivery of health care [14] . As the medical field expands, it is the duty of each physician to evaluate and protect each patient from diseases, side effects and medical disasters. Data mining applications can greatly benefit all parties involved in the healthcare industry. For example, data mining can help healthcare insurers to detect fraud and abuse, healthcare organizations make customer relationship management decisions, physicians identify effective treatments and best practices, and patients receive better and more affordable healthcare services. Thus, physicians are now armed with data mining as a tool for expanding their knowledge base [16] .
Data mining provides the methodology and technology to transform these mass of data into useful information for decision making [14] . In addition, the availability of huge amounts of medical data leads to the need for powerful data analysis tools to extract useful knowledge. Researchers have long been concerned with applying statistical and data mining tools to improve data analysis on large data sets. Disease diagnosis is one of the applications where data mining tools are providing successful results. Several researchers are using statistical and data mining tools to help health care professionals in the diagnosis of heart disease [22] [25].
Application of Data Mining in HIV Testing
Since the development of the neural networks (NNs), they have received considerable attention and have been applied to a variety of problems in classification and prediction. NNs have been applied successfully for development of nonparametric statistical models and more reliable outcome research has been explored in the area of pattern classification and pattern prediction [25] .
Neural networks are known to be able to identify relationships even when some of the input data are very complex, ill-defined and ill-structured. One of the advantages of an NN is that it can discriminate linearly inseparable data. Recent study on neural networks made a substantial contribution to the HIV/AIDS care and prevention planning area by comparing the impact of various NN methodologies on the classification of HIV/ AIDS-related persons [26] . Artificial neural networks (ANNs) also have been used to classify and predict an individual tested for HIV [26] .
A study conducted by Brain et al. showed that Neural networks were used as pattern recognition tools in data mining to classify HIV status of individuals based on demographic and socio-economic characteristics [27] . The data under that study consists of seroprevalence survey information and contains variables such as age, education, location, race, parity and gravidity. The radial basis function (RBF) neural network architecture was used for that study since as preliminary design showed this architecture was the most optimal. Moreover, the Bayesian method of training used was approximated with the evidence framework. The design of classifiers involves the assessment of classification performance, and an accuracy of 84.24% was obtained in that design. This implies that the HIV status of an individual can be predicted using demographic data with 84.24% accuracy [27] .
A study was conducted using the application of data mining technology to identify determinants of HIV infection and has noticed a new insight about risk feeling of the clients and HIV testing. According to the researcher previously it's known that the clients whose reason for testing is plan for future are associated with HIV-negative class. This truth has also been verified with experiment too. However, the experiment discloses that people whose reason for testing is having risk, suspect or symptoms is also associated to HIV-negative result with promising evidence [28] . This could imply that an individual who has risky perception of oneself has a better chance to be tested for HIV.
A study was also performed to investigate the applicability of data mining on utilization of HIV testing the case of CDC [29] . CRISP-DM methodology was employed to develop a model and it has also used clustering and classification data mining techniques. K-means and Expectation maximization (EM) algorithms of clustering techniques are used to define group of similar VCT client and to see how these grouped affect the classification outcome. From the two clustering algorithms EM is selected and the cluster indices created using this algorithm is then used as class for the classification purpose. The study were used decision tree (J48), random tree and multi-layer perception classifiers to predict the level of risks of clients as high risk or low risk based on the clustered indices [30] . The performance of the model indicated that decision tree had shown better performance and appropriate to the domain. This is due to the fact that decision tree algorithm has a simple feature which can be easily understood by non-technical staff. Above all the researcher recommended further research using large dataset and other data mining techniques to boost the performance of the model [30] .
Another study was also conducted to determine the status of clients being HIV positive and negative for data collected from Addis Ababa Administration HCT users. The researcher used decision tree (J48 algorithms) to predict client's status. Association rule of Apriori algorithms was used to see interesting association among the selected attributes within the database. The study used CRISP-DM methodology to develop the predictive model. The result of the study had indicated that 81.8% performance was achieved to associate the attribute with HIV status [31] . The researcher has also recommended that in order to scale up HIV testing the implementation of the same research problem with other data mining techniques by increasing the number of dataset, number of variables could provide better performance.
Despite the numerous applications of ANNs to classification in medicine, very little attention has been made to the HIV/AIDS prevention and planning [32] . ANNs have been used to classify and predict the symptomatic status of HIV/AIDS patients using data from a publicly available AIDS Cost and Services Utilization Survey performed in the USA multilayer perceptron with 15 linear inputs and 3 hidden logistic nodes and one output was trained using 200 epochs with a learning rate of 0.1 and momentum of 0.1. 1026 cases were used for training and 667 HIV cases were used for testing. The inputs are: sex, race, exposure rate (homosexual, IV drug user, heterosexual), medical records (total number of patient admission, total number of inpatient nights, total number of ambulatory visits, total number of emergency room visits, total number of hospital clinic visits, total number of private physician visits). The best accuracy obtained was 88% [32] .
Another study was also performed to predict the functional health status of HIV/AIDS patients and a binary outcome defined as well or not well, using neural networks [33] . The study was used medical care access, such as number of emergency room visits and inpatient nights as inputs. Most other applications of neural networks in HIV/AIDS research are in bioinformatics pertaining to modeling of the virus on a molecular level, such as the prediction of HIV-1 Protease Cleavage Sites [33] .
Moreover, with the amount of data doubling every three years, data mining is becoming an increasingly important tool to transform these data into information. It is commonly used in a wide range of profiling practices, such as marketing, surveillance, fraud detection, medical and scientific discovery [34] . Although humans have been manually extracting patterns from data for centuries, the increasing volume of data in modern times has called for more automated approaches.
As data sets have grown in size and complexity, direct hands-on data analysis has increasingly been augmented with indirect, automatic data processing. This has been aided by other discoveries in computer science, such as neural networks, clustering, genetic algorithms (1950s), decision trees (1960s) and support vector machines (1980s). Data mining is the process of applying these methods to data with the intention of uncovering hidden patterns. A common task in medicine is thus classification using predictive models. It is therefore applying data mining techniques on predicting whether an individual is being tested for HIV may provide a promising result.
Methods

Data Mining Approach
In this study, Cross Industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM) methodology was used on HIV testing dataset to explore the application of data mining. CRISP-DM is preferred to knowledge discovery in database (KDD) and SEMMA because it has additional features on understanding the business perspective and its deployment.
CRISP-DM is a standard process for data mining which is a non-proprietary model. It is an application or industry neutral data mining methodology mainly focuses on business issues as well as technical analysis [32] . CRISP-DM is the most suitable for novice data miners due to the easy to read documentation and intuitive, industry-applications-focused description [33] . It begins from understanding the business and ends with the deployment of the system. The CRISP-DM process was developed by the means of the effort of a consortium initially composed with Daimler Chryrler, SPSS and NCR. It consists on a cycle that comprises six stages ( Figure  2 ).
Business Understanding
A critical review of related documents associated with HIV testing utilization among adults in Ethiopia was done. Hence, it has been attempted to understand what the Ethiopia's government need to accomplish on HIV testing. HIV testing is a key strategic entry point to prevention, treatment, care and support services. This is critically important for individuals and couples to learn about their HIV status and make informed decisions about their future. The current rapid development in counseling and testing has necessitated reviewing and updating the guidelines for HIV counseling and testing, especially in the area of policy and implementation. Improved availability of antiretroviral medications and better treatment of opportunistic infections have created the opportunity to expand provider-initiated testing and counseling in health facilities thereby increasing access.
Moreover, the success of the first phase of the Millennium AIDS Campaign (MAC I) Ethiopia demonstrated the potential to provide extensive counseling and testing services throughout the country. And the government effort is to scale up the numbers of sites and people tested, using existing and new cadres of community counselors, who both counsel and conduct testing. After understanding the gap on HIV testing utilization, the research problem of this study was formulated. The business objectives of the Ethiopian government on HIV testing services were identified and tried to map to data mining problem. Therefore, a number of well-known data mining algorithms have been used to predict whether an individual is being tested or not for HIV.
Data Understanding
At this phase, attributes are selected for data mining purpose and have been familiar with the nature of the data, data quality problems are identified, first insights into the data is performed or interesting subsets is detected to form hypotheses for hidden information. The basic tasks before data mining such as data cleaning, attribute selection and transformation are performed.
Data Preparation
A final target data set especially on HIV testing with "17 attributes" and 30,625 instances/records have been constructed from the initial raw data basically from the 2011 EDHS.
Modeling
Various modeling techniques of classification are applied and their parameters have been calibrated to optimal values.
Evaluation
At this stage the model (or models) obtained have been thoroughly evaluated based on their accuracy and the steps executed to construct the model have been reviewed to be certain if properly achieves the business objectives.
Deployment
The final report of this study will be reviewed and deployed to the concerned body. The life cycle of a data mining project consists of six phases, as shown in Figure 2 . The sequence of the phases is not rigid. Moving back and forth between different phases is always required [23] . In addition, data mining tools, techniques and expertise in WEKA 3.7.7 are used as means to address the stated research problem. Other intermediate data processing tools such as SPSS version 20 and Microsoft Excel 2010 were used to transfer and preprocess the data. In order to come up with reliable and stable model standard logical steps like in CRISP-DM has also been followed. The research design is represented diagrammatically as shown in Figure 3 below.
Methods of Data Understanding and Data Preparation
Study Area
This study was conducted in Ethiopia.
Data Source
This study was based on data from the 2011 EDHS, the most recent national dataset on HIV testing that is available (as of January 2012). The 2011 EDHS included a nationally representative sample of women (aged 15 -49 years old) and men (aged 15 -59 years old) from all eleven administrative regions in the country. The 2011 Ethiopia Demographic and Health Survey (EDHS) were conducted by the Central Statistical Agency (CSA) under the auspices of the Ministry of Health. The Ethiopian Health and Nutrition Research Institute (EHNRI) were responsible for the testing of HIV from the dried blood samples (DBS). This is the third Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) conducted in Ethiopia, under the worldwide MEASURE DHS project, a USAID-funded project providing support and technical assistance in the implementation of population and health surveys in countries worldwide. The three EDHS surveys have been conducted at five-year intervals since 2000, and the 2011 EDHS is the second survey presenting results on HIV and anemia prevalence.
The 2011 Ethiopia DHS survey collected information on the population and health situation, covering topics on family planning, fertility levels and determinants, fertility preferences, infant, child, adult and maternal mortality, maternal and child health, nutrition, women's empowerment, and knowledge of HIV/AIDS were provided for the nine regional states and two city administrations. In addition, this report also provides data by urban and rural residence at the country level. In line with this, this study used the 2011 EDHS as a source of data especially on HIV testing (ever been tested for HIIV) to predict whether an individual was being tested for HIV among adults in Ethiopia using data mining technology. The 2011 EDHS dataset consists two important datasets which are relevant for this particular study. Generally, there are 3807 attributes/variables and 16,515 instances/ records for women, 547 attribute and 14,110 instances for men.
Attribute Selection
The importance of selecting relevant variables (attributes) in any data mining task, as it has been noted that the abundance of potential features constituted a serious obstacle to the efficiency of most learning algorithms [35] . Popular methods such as k-nearest neighbor, C4.5, and back propagation are slowed down by the presence of many features, especially if most of these features are redundant and irrelevant to the learning task. The authors further stated that some algorithms might be confused by irrelevant or nosily attributes and construct poor classifiers. Therefore, eliminating some attributes, which are assumed to be irrelevant to build the model, can increase the accuracy of the classifier, save the computational time, and simplify results obtained.
Some of the data or attributes in the initial dataset were not relevant (particular to this study) to the data mining goal and were ignored. The attributes were selected from the subject matter expert and general facts from different literature reviews by considering the impact of these attributes on HIV testing. The initial dataset was from the EDHS 2011 with 16,515 instances/records and 3807 attributes for women and 14,110 instances and 547 attributes for men. Data integration technique has been used to merge these two separated databases. Hence, a new target dataset especially on HIV testing with 17 attributes and 30,625 records has been prepared in MS Excel and imported to WEKA 3.7.7 for analysis purpose. The dependent variable is a binary outcome of people who ever been tested for HIV. The attributes used for predicting the model have been ranked using information gain attribute evaluator algorithm in WEKA 3.7.7. This algorithm used to select the attributes based on their contribution to the model and the list of attributes used for prediction are annexed ( Table 2) . 
Data Cleaning
Data cleaning is a process which fills in missing values, removes noise and corrects data inconsistency. Usually, real world database contains incomplete, noisy and inconsistent data and such unclean data may cause confusion for the data mining process [33] . As a result, in order to improve the quality of data and performance of the model (accuracy and efficiency) data cleaning has become a must. This technique involves removing the records that had incomplete, noise (invalid) data and filling missing values under each column. Removing of such records was done as the records with this nature were few and their removal did not affect the entire dataset.
Missing Value Handling
Missing values refer to the values for one or more attributes in a data that do not exist. Data are rarely complete in real world application. When the dataset is small or the number of missing fields is large, not all records with a missing field can be deleted from the sample. Moreover, the fact that a value is missing may be significant itself. A widely applied approach is used to calculate a substitute value for missing fields, for example, the median or mean of a variable [36] . Accordingly, the investigator has analyzed the HIV testing dataset and identified missing values and took measures to solve the problem of missing. The missing values for numeric data type and normally distributed data were substituted by the mean of the variable. For the categorical variable, the missing values were replaced by the modal value of the variable [36] .
The missing values were clearly identified and calculated the percentage of the value against total records and annexed in ( Table 2) . As a result, the entire selected attributes illustrated have less than five percent missing values (5%) except for condom used during last sex with most recent partner, respondents type of earning, can get condom, ever been married and can get female condom attributes which of them accounts for 37%, 29%, 44%, 59% and 85% respectively and discarded from analysis. Therefore, based on the above principles the investigator handled the missing values and WEKA preprocessing techniques such as replace missing value has been used. WEKA fills using the most frequent (modal) value methods which is the same as the above principle.
Thus, the dataset has been cleaned and prepared in such ways that are suitable for data mining tools.
Data Transformation and Reduction
Data mining often requires data integration or the merging of data from multiple data sources [34] . The dataset for this study which were used for the subsequent predictive model building are prepared and derived from one source, HIV testing from EDHS 2011.However, the datasets for men and women were prepared separately hence these databases have been integrated into one database. In data transformation, the collected data were transformed into forms which are appropriate for data mining tools. The process of data transformation included attribute construction, where new attributes were constructed and added from the given set of attribute to help the mining process [37] .
In order to make the analysis procedures manageable and cost-effective the data needed to be reduced. Data reduction techniques include data discretization which is one of data transformation methods used to reduce the number of values for a given continuous attribute by dividing the range of the attribute into intervals [36] [37] . In this research some attributes were discretized to reduce the unlike values of the attribute to obtain knowledge (pattern) and to make the dataset suitable for data mining tools.
Accordingly, HIV/AIDS-related knowledge index was built from the answers to eight questions ( Table 3) : three questions on knowledge of HIV prevention and five on misconceptions about modes of HIV transmission. It was categorized as low (score ≤ 4), high (score 5 -6), or comprehensive (score >= 7) knowledge. In order to assess their risky sexual behaviour, the study used five questions related to their sexual behaviours and categorized as "No risk" (score 0), "Some risk" (score 1) and "High risk" (score ≥ 2) ( Table 4) . Five questions that reflected negative attitudes towards to people living with HIV/AIDS were used to create a stigma index. This index was categorized as "No stigma" (score 5), "Low stigma" (score 4), "Moderate stigma" (score 2 -3), and "High stigma" (score ≤ 1) and the indexes were annexed ( Table 5) . A chi-square test was used to test the statistical association of knowledge, stigma, and risky sexual behaviors related attributes with ever being tested for HIV ( Table 6 ).
In addition, multiple distinct values of some attributes such as "age", "ethnicity" and "type of earning" are discretized with explicit data grouping technique. That means detailed concepts were grouped into the required level of more general concept. Almost all the selected attributes have been transformed from their original state in such a way that could be easily understandable and interpretable.
An attribute religion had six distinct values (Orthodox, Traditional, Protestant, Catholic, Muslim, and others) and later transformed into three distinct values as Christian (Orthodox, Protestant and Catholic), Muslim and others. In addition to that, ethnicity was originally with 57 distinct values but it has been converted into ten distinct categories as: Tigrean, Affar, Amara, Gurage, Somalie, Sidama, Nuwer, Welaiyta, Oromo and others. The percentage of HIV test class data size consists about 57.86% was not tested and 42.14% tested for HIV. This class size was considered to be unbalanced data which might be a bias to evaluate the classifier method. This indicates that there is a need to balance these two classes hence an equal amount of both HIV tested and not tested was taken randomly using WEKA 3.7.7 pre-processing option.
Data Mining Tasks
Data mining functionalities were used to specify the kind of patterns to be found in data. Accordingly, both data mining tasks (descriptive and predictive) were employed. Descriptive mining tasks used to characterize the general properties of the data in the database [17] . Basically, the goal of descriptive data mining is to gain an understanding of the analyzed system by discovering patterns and relationships in large datasets [37] . Predictive mining tasks, on the other hand, perform inference on the current data in order to make predictions [35] . Classification is the commonly used data mining technique for prediction, whereas association and clustering are considered as the descriptive data mining techniques [37] .
Classification
It is learning function that maps (classifies) a data item into one of several predefined classes [19] . Basically classification involves dividing up objects so that each is assigned to one of a number of mutually exhaustive and exclusive categories of classes. The term 'mutually exhaustive and exclusive' implies that each object must be assigned to precisely one class. For instance, a hospital system may want to classify people into those who are tested or not tested for HIV. Therefore, people should be classified as tested or not tested class [19] .
Decision Trees
A decision tree is a tree-like structure, which starts from root attributes, and ends with leaf nodes. Generally a decision tree has several branches consisting of different attributes, the leaf node on each branch representing a class or a kind of class distribution. Decision trees are an approach of representing a sequence of rules that lead to a set or value. As a result, they are used for directed data mining, mainly classification. One of the main rewards of decision trees is that the model is quite reasonable since it takes the form of explicit rules [38] . The decision tree algorithm used in this research is J48 and random tree algorithms, which are an implementation of the C4.5 decision tree learner. This implementation produces decision tree models. Moreover, to extract rules from a decision tree, one rule is created for each path from the root to a leaf node. In order to make decision-tree models more readable, a path to each leaf can be transformed into an IF-THEN classification rules. The "IF" part of the classification rule consist of all tests on the path, where as the "THEN" part is the final classification. Therefore, this study used algorithms of decision trees to classify whether an individual was being tested for HIV or not. The tree is generated according to the information-gain measure, the procedures are briefly as: a) Calculate: Then the encoding information that would be gained by branching on A i is:
, , ,
The attribute A i with the highest information gain is selected as the root node, the branches of the root node is formed according to different distinctive values of a ij , 1, , j q =  . The tree grows like this until if all the samples are all of the same class, and then the node becomes a leaf and is labeled with that class.
Naïve Bayes Classifiers
Naïve Bayes (NB) approach is a very popular classification method that does not use rules, a decision tree or any other explicit representation of the classifier. Rather, it uses the branch of Mathematics known as probability theory to find the most likely of the possible classifications [38] . Bayes theory is used to calculate a conditional probability ( ) , P A B C which the probability of A is given the probability of B and C. The conditional probability is also related to the joint probability of A and B is given by:
P A B C P A B C P B C =
For example, if A is the probability that a person tested for HIV, and B is the person's age, the ( ) , P A B C is a number between 0 and 1 describing the chance that the person being tested, taking into account their age, and the model for the test and risk factors (C).
Neural Network
A Neural network may be defined as "a model of reasoning based on the human brain" [39] . It is probably the most common data mining technique, since it is a simple model of neural interconnections in brains, adapted for use on digital computers. It learns from a training set, generalizing patterns inside it for classification and prediction. Neural networks can also be applied to undirected data mining and time-series prediction [40] . Neural networks are popularly applied in classification and prediction, as they have advantages such as high tolerance to noise, and the ability to classify unseen patterns. Neural networks are thus used as predictive data models. The basic model of a neuron is illustrated in Figure 4 below.
The transfer function of the neuron is described by the relation: { } The most popular nonlinear neurons are sigmoid, logsid and tansig functions. Furthermore, as the human brain consists of millions of neurons that are interconnected by synapses, a neural network is a set of connected input/output units in which each connection has a weight associated with it. Hence, in this study, neural networks used 30,625 instances of the HIV testing dataset to train and test by adjusting the weights for each selected attributes that could affect for HIV testing and this enables to build the predictive model for HIV testing. X i indicates inputs for the classifier, i W s ′ are weights assigned for each input and n is total number of inputs/attributes.
Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is an approach to prediction, like Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression. However, with logistic regression, the researcher is predicting a dichotomous outcome (being tested for HIV or not). Because the outcome variable is discrete, it cannot modeled directly by linear regression. Therefore, rather than predicting point estimates of the event itself, it builds the models to predict the odds of its occurrence. In two class problem, odds greater than 50% would mean that the case is assigned to the class designated as "1" and "0" otherwise. The binary outcome is the probability that being tested for HIV (Y = 1) and not tested (Y = 0).
Because the dependent variable is not a continuous one, the goal of logistic regression is a bit different, because we are predicting the likelihood that Y is equal to 1 (rather than 0) given certain values of X. That is, if X and Y have a positive linear relationship, the probability that a person will have a score of Y = 1 will increase as values of X increase. So, we are stuck with thinking about predicting probabilities rather than the scores of dependent variable.
The proposed logistic regression model is given by: 
Association Rules
Apriori Approach
Association rules are one of the major data mining techniques. It is perhaps the most common form of local-pattern discovery in unsupervised learning systems [41] . Association rules are widely used in data mining to find patterns in data. Therefore, this study used association rules of data mining technique to examine which instances of HIV testing frequently occurred in a database and presents the patterns as rules among adults in Ethiopia.
Methods of Training and Testing
It has been stated that the classifiers rely on being trained before they can reliably be used on new data [42] . The more instances the classifier is exposed to during the training phase, the more reliable it will be as it has more experience. However, once trained, we would like to test the classifier too, so that we are confident that it works successfully. It has been also stated that, in order to predict the performance of a classifier on new data, we need to assess its error rate on an independent test set that played no part in the formation of the classifier [43] . The standard way of predicting the error rate of a learning technique is to use stratified 10-fold cross-validation. The data is divided randomly into 10 parts in which the class is represented in approximately the same proportions as in the full dataset. Each part is held out in turn and the learning scheme trained on the remaining nine-tenths; then its error rate is calculated on the holdout set. Thus the learning procedure is executed a total of 10 times on different training sets. Finally, the 10 error estimates are averaged to yield an overall error estimate [43] . The WEKA 3.7 tool provides a test options to test on the same set the classifier is trained on (use training set), to test on a user-specified test data (Supplied test set), test on k-fold cross validation, and to train on a percentage of the data and test on the remainder (percentage split). No matter which test option is used, the model that is output is always the one build from all the training data. Therefore, in this study, 30,625 instances of the HIV testing dataset was used to train the classifiers using the training test option. Similarly, the instances of HIV testing were divided randomly into 10 parts using cross validation test parameter. In addition, the total instances of HIV testing were divided into 66% for training and 34% for testing using percentage split test parameter. Moreover, a user defined dataset were supplied to the supply test parameter in order to train the instances of HIV testing there by to predict whether an individual was being tested for HIV or not. Finally, training test parameter was selected among other testing parameters as it could achieve the best classification accuracy.
Methods of Analysis and Evaluation of the Model
The output of several experiments of classification models are analyzed and evaluated in terms of the details of the confusion matrix of the model. The complexity of the model in terms of the number of trees and leaves are also evaluated. The template confusion matrix of the model used to classify HIV testing is presented in Table 7 . The performance of the experiments is measured in terms of the details of the following measurements. These measurements include:
True tested Rate (TTR): The proportion of HIV tested clients that are correctly classified as tested.
TTR TT TT FT
= + (1)
False Tested Rate (FTR):
The proportion of HIV not tested clients that are erroneously classified as tested.
False Not tested Rate (FNTR):
The proportion of HIV tested clients that are erroneously classified as not tested. ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic): ROC curves are a useful tool for comparing classification models [35] . The performance of the classifiers with different parameters is also compared by examining their ROC curve. They further said that ROC curve shows the trade-off between the TP rate (TT) and the FP rate (FT) for a given model. Moreover, models can be compared with respect to their speed, robustness, scalability, and interpretability which may have an influence on the model [36] . In summary, there are three measures for model performance evaluations: accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. 
where the variables: TP, TN, FP and FN denote true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives respectively. In this study true positive (TP) refers to true test (TT), true negative (TN) refers to true not tested (TNT), false positive (FP) refers to false tested (FT) and false negative (FN) refers to false not tested (FNT) respectively.
Ethical Considerations
The study used Ethiopian Demographic and Health Survey 2011 dataset. The data were collected over 6-months (November 2010 -April 2011) by the Central Statistical Agency (CSA) under the auspices of the Ministry of Health. The Ethiopian Health and Nutrition Research Institute (EHNRI) was responsible for HIV testing from the dried blood samples (DBS). The researcher has been authorized by MEASURE DHS authority to work on EDHS 2011 of HIV testing dataset. Accordingly, the researcher has got clearance from the ethical clearance committee of the college of health sciences, department of Public Health in Mekelle University. I the investigator have treated the EDHS 2011 as confidential and no effort was made to identify any household or individual respondent interviewed in the survey. In addition, the data set on HIV testing obtained from EDHS 2011 has not been passed on to other researchers without the written consent of DHS/EDHS. The principal investigator or user of the data is also intended to submit a copy of any reports/publications resulting from using the 2011 EDHS data sets. This report should also be sent to the attention of the EDHS data archive. Moreover, the research is meant for academic purpose and it was not attempted to harm anybody in any way.
Results
Experimentations
The classifiers used 30,625 instances for training. To build HIV test predictive model: decision tree (random tree and J48), Bayes (Naïve Bayes) and functions (logistic regression and artificial neural network) algorithms were used. Five of the experiments were done with varying testing parameters. The performances of the models were evaluated using training test option as it achieved the best accuracy particularly for this study. In all experiments, the 17 selected attributes (socio demographic factors, know place where to get test, HIV related stigma, HIV related knowledge, risky sexual behavior, frequency reading newspaper, heard family planning on mass media) were used. The outcome variable is a binary response which is ever been tested for HIV. List of the attributes used for this study are annexed ( Table 2) . This study used WEKA 3.7.7 data mining techniques and expertise to address the research problem ( Figure 5 ). 
Classification
In this study the predictive models were evaluated based on the three performance measures (accuracy, sensitivity and specificity). Using random tree algorithm of the decision tree the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were found to be 96%, 98% and 94.61% respectively. Whereas, using decision tree of J48 algorithm with training test option provided an accuracy of 79%, a sensitivity of 74% and specificity of 82% were demonstrated. Yet, using ANN model an accuracy of 77.54%, a sensitivity of 76.39% and specificity of 78.22% were identified. This shows that decision tree (random tree algorism) is the best model predictor of the other two ( Table  13) .
In addition, logistic regression has also been fitted in WEKA 3.7.7 and it achieved a classification accuracy of 73.97%, a sensitivity of 67.55%and a specificity of 79.44%. The results for each classifier (decision tree, Naïve Bayes, Artificial neural network and logistic regression) are presented in Tables 8-13 below. The complete set of results used for comparison of each model performance was prepared in a tabular format ( Table 14) . The detailed prediction results of the validation datasets for each predictive model using training test option are presented in a form of confusion matrixes. A confusion matrix is a matrix representation of the classification results. In a two-class prediction problem (such as ever been tested for HIV or not ) the upper left cell denotes the number of samples classifies as true while they are truly (i.e., true tested), and lower right cell denotes the number of samples classified as false while they were actually false (i.e., true false or true not tested).
The other two cells (lower left cell and upper right cell) denote the number of samples misclassified. Particularly, the lower left cell denotes the number of samples classified as false while they were actually true (i.e., false not tested), and the upper right cell denotes the number of samples classified as true while they were actually false (i.e., false tested). Once the confusion matrixes were constructed, the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of each model were calculated using the respective formulas presented in the above.
The ROC Curve Analysis for the Classifiers
The area under ROC curve for HIV testing instances produced from the decision tree (J48 and random tree), functions (logistic regression and neural network) are annexed (Figures 6-9 ). The vertical axis (Y-axis) of ROC curve represents the true tested rate. The horizontal axis (X-axis) represents the false-tested rate. The HIV testing class value (Yes) gives the ROC accuracy of 86.3%, 99.7%, 83.2% and 87.1% respectively. This indicates given that the attributes as input, the classifiers are better than the random model to predict being an individual is tested or not because all the three classifiers (five algorithms) have a ROC curve values above 50%. The ROC curve analyses for all experiments displayed below showed that the curves moves sharply up from zero showing that there are more true tested than false tested rates. Then the curve starts to become more horizontal as it encounters less true tested and more false tested rates. The areas under the curve for the models are 86.3%, 99.7%, 83.2% and 87.1% which are closer to 1. Moreover, the decision trees and neural network classifiers look better because they achieved better accuracy than the other classifiers (logistic regression and naïve bayes). The performances of each classifier to predict the model are presented below (Figure 10) . The accuracy for the J48, random tree, Naïve Bayes, logistic and neutral network is 79%, 96%, 72%, 74% and 78% respectively. Moreover, the naïve bayes and logistic regression scored least ROC values than the other classifiers.
Logistic Regression
The final logistic regression predictive model of data mining technique used to predict whether an individual was being tested for HIV or not is given by here below: been tested for HIV compared to those who didn't hear about family planning on mass media while other predictors are holding constant. For educational level, Higher = 1 and take all other educational level as a reference category.
( ) Participants from other ethnic group in Ethiopia (non-Nuwer) were 43% more likely to have ever been tested for HIV than Nuwer ethnic group of Gambella region while other predictors are holding constant.
In summary, the logistic regression predictive model of data mining technique showed that women were 36% more likely to have ever been tested for HIV than men. Participants from all regions in Ethiopia except for Diredawa were more likely not to have ever been tested for HIV compared to participants from Tigray. In addition, the urban residents were 12% more likely to have ever been tested for HIV than rural residents.
In this study, the Tigreans and Amara ethnic groups were less likely to have never been tested for HIV compared to all ethnic categories in Ethiopia (Afar, Nuwer, Oromo, Somalie, Sidama, Welaiyta, Guragie and others). Moreover, all educational categories were more likely to have ever been tested for HIV compared to the people who belong to no education category.
On the other hand, those who heard about family planning on mass media were more likely to get tested for HIV than those who didn't hear about family planning. Those participants who had read frequently newspaper were 17% less likely to have never been tested for HIV than those who didn't read newspaper. Furthermore, those who had HIV related stigma (moderate and high stigma) towards to a person who is infected with HIV were more likely to have never been tested for HIV than those who didn't have stigma towards to an infected individual.
Association Rules
Association rule mining was performed using apriori algorithm to discover the relationship of the selected attributes with being tested for HIV. Apriori in WEKA 3.7.7 starts with the upper bound support and incrementally decreases support by delta value. In most cases, it is sufficient to focus on a combination of support and confidence to quantitatively measure the quality of the rules. However, the real value of a rule, in terms of usefulness and action ability is subjective and depends heavily on the particular domain and business objectives. To conduct the association rules for this study, the machine used a minimum support of 95% and with 90% of confidence level based on the attributes it took as inputs. The 10 best rules are annexed (A).
The association rule extracted some interesting patterns and it demonstrated that those study participants who have not heard about family planning on mass media (either TV, radio or newspaper) were less likely to have ever been tested for HIV than those who heard about family planning (rules 3, 8) . This association rule could demonstrate the direct relationship between family planning and HIV testing.
Discussion
This study examines four popular data mining algorithms (Decision tree, Naïve Bayes, Neural network, logistic regression) to build a model that predicts whether an individual being tested for HIV among adults in Ethiopia using EDHS 2011. The results of the experiment performance were evaluated based on their accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and area under the ROC curve. This study used these four different types of predictive models due to their popularity in the recently published literatures [15] .
In this study, several experimentations with different testing options have been performed. The final experimentation results indicated that the decision tree (random tree algorithm) performed the best with accuracy of 96%, the decision tree induction method (J48) came out to be the second best with a classification accuracy of 79%, followed by neural network (78%). Logistic regression has also achieved the least classification accuracy of 74%. This implies that random tree, J48 algorithm, neural network and logistic regression predictive models were able to predict whether an individual was being tested or not for HIV given that wealth index, education level, ethnicity, residence, age group, region, knowing a place where to get testing for HIV, knowledge on fam-ily planning, knowledge related to HIV, HIV related stigma, risky sexual behaviors as an input with an accuracy of 96%, 79%, 78% and 74% respectively. List of the complete attributes used for prediction are annexed in (Table 2) .
It has been stated that neural networks are known to be able to identify relationships even when some of the input data are very complex, ill-defined and ill structured [19] . In contrast to this, this study revealed that decision trees came out to be the best model predictor for HIV testing. This might be due to the fact that decision trees have especial attractive in a data mining environment for several reasons. First, all attributes used for predictive models of this study were categorized and this enables the resulting clasification model is easy to assimilate by humans [43] [44] . It has been also noted that the tree complexity has a crucial effect on its accuracy [43] . Third, decision trees can be constructed relatively fast and the accuracy of decisoin treesare comparable or supperior to other classification models [43] [44] . Therefore, the nature of the attributes used for this study might be convenient for decision trees to provide better predictive power. On the other hand, despite the numerous applications of neural network to classification in medicine, very little attention has been made to the HIV/AIDS prevention and planning [24] . Moreover, predictive models are basically evaluated based on three criteria: accuracy, specificity and sensitivity [15] . Hence, decision trees also achieved the higher values for each criterion for this study. This might be due to the nature of the attributes is convenient for decision trees and most importantly decision tree models are one of the predictive models that can predict the class value for a new case very quickly [45] . In addition, they are also very flexible, so that they can provide a powerful predictive tool [45] .
Association rule mining was also performed using apriori algorithm to discover the relationship of selected predictors with HIV testing. Accordingly, this study has demonstrated that knowledge on family planning was positively associated with ever being tested for HIV. The association rule extracted from this study indicated that these people who have heard about family planning on mass media (radio, TV or newspaper) were more likely to have ever been tested for HIV. It is clear that both HIV testing and family planning services help clients avoid unwanted consequences of their sexual behavior which are HIV and unintended pregnancies respectively. In addition, this indicated that family planning and HIV testing services are interlinked and have many common objectives [46] . This is consistent with the findings of asystematic review which found that behavior that might lead to unintended pregnancies can also be a risk factor for HIV infection [46] . The authors further described family planning services are including contraceptive service provision, counseling, education and abortion [46] . Therefore, having knowledge on family planning may provide a wider opportunity to be tested for HIV.
This study has some limitations such as information about ever being tested for HIV was based on self-reported responses. Hence, the result of this study could be potentially affected by recall bias in case the test was offered a long time ago. In addition, the result could also be affected by the tendency of respondents preferring to give their desirable answers. Another limitation of this study is, the measurement used to calculate stigma index may not have been satisfactory due to limited questions to cover the various dimensions of HIV/AIDS-related stigma.
The other major limitation of this study is that its principal data source is a cross-sectional survey of the 2011 EDHS. Hence, study participants are not followed up; it might be difficult to know the changes on HIV testing practices of the study participants over time. Moreover, attributes were selected based on business process analysis and facts from literatures. It is also clear that data mining requires human intrusion to exploit the extracted knowledge. Hence, the patterns found in this study has to be evaluated by health experts (who have experience in the problem domain) to decide whether they are logical, actionable and novel to fuel new biological and clinical research directions.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
This study showed that the predictive models: random tree, J48 algorithms, neural networks and logistic regression were able to predict whether an individual was being tested or not for HIV given that wealth index, education level, residence, HIV related stigma, knowledge on family planning, knowledge related to HIV, region, age group, and risky sexual behavior as inputs with an accuracy of 96%, 79%, 78% and 74% respectively. The least proportion of ever been tested for HIV was observed among study participants from Somali region, Ethiopia. On the other hand, those participants who were in the age group of 20 to 29 were more likely to have ever been tested for HIV compared to participants in other age groups.
In addition, the association rule extracted from this study indicated that those people who had heard about family planning on mass media were more likely to have ever been tested for HIV than those who hadn't heard about family planning on mass media (TV, radio or newspaper). Furthermore, the heterogeneity between clusters observed in this study could demonstrate the possible hypothesis development by characterizing the variation between subgroups concerning the HIV testing consequent (HIV status determination) among adults in Ethiopia. This could invite researchers to further study.
In conclusion, the results obtained from this research reveal that data mining is crucial in extracting relevant information for the effective utilization of HIV testing services which has clinical, community and public health importance at all levels. Furthermore, this study would also invite interested researchers to explore more on the application of data mining techniques in healthcare industry or else in related and similar settings for the future.
Recommendations
Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations are forwarded.  It is crucial to apply different data mining techniques for the same settings and compare the model performances based on accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.  Data mining is crucial in extracting relevant information for the effective utilization of HIV testing services which has clinical, community and public health importance at all levels.  In order to encourage people to get testing for HIV, the HIV/AIDS prevention and control programs in Ethiopia should focus on reducing HIV related stigma, improving educational level and creating awareness of the society on HIV testing through mass media at large.  Integrating family planning services with HIV testing could improve the proportion of the citizens that could be tested for HIV.  Targeting on Somali region and Nuwer ethnic group (Gambella) while designing for HIV testing services would greatly reduce the risk of HIV/AIDS.  Focusing on adults in the age group of 20 to 29 years old for HIV testing services also would greatly reduce the risk of HIV/AIDS, which is evidenced in this group.  It is highly important that future ethnographic research should investigate the observation found on Nuwer ethnic group by comparing with other ethnic groups in Ethiopia.  The strengthening of the health programs on advocating the benefits of HIV testing through mass media (TV, radio or newspaper) might be helpful to reduce fear of stigma and discrimination amongst adults.  Efficient distribution of health care facilities offering HIV testing services among urban and rural areas are required  This study would also invite interested researchers to explore more on the application of data mining techniques in healthcare industry or else in related and similar settings for the future.  Attributes are selected based on business process analyses and facts from literatures. However, it can also be possible to utilize other feature selection algorithms for the purpose of comparison.
